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Kristinn Jónasson
Mayor of Snæfellsbær
Welcome to the EFSA Boat Championship 2018 in Olafsvik, Iceland.
Ólafsvík is part of the municipality of Snæfellsbær, a community which
circles the Snæfellsjökull Glacier, made famous by Jules Verne in his
Journey to the Center of the Earth.
Snæfellsbær was established with the merging of four municipalities in 1994 and has continued to
evolve since with flourishing fisheries, farming and tourism industries.
The fishing industry has been a major part of the economy in the Snæfellsnes peninsula, since the
settlement of Iceland. In the past, smaller fishing stations were scattered along the coastline, however,
today, Snæfellsbær has three lively harbours, in Rif, Arnarstapi and Ólafsvík, as well as several
successful fishing enterprises and processing plants within the community.
Ólafsvík is the largest fishing town of the Snæfellsnes peninsula, and our harbours are close to excellent
fishing grounds. While in winter we see mainly bigger boats in our harbours, in the summer we have a
fun and busy community of fishermen and boats of all sizes enriching our towns and harbours.
Sea angling has been a popular sport in Ólafsvík for a long time. The town is perfect for it, it is close to
really good fishing grounds and the town has available several services and shops where repairs, spare
parts and fishing equipent can be procured.
Apart from Sea Angling and fishing, Snæfellsbær is known for the Snæfellsjökull Glacier and the
beautiful nature surrounding it. The Snæfellsjökull National Park was established in June 2001 and
within it you will find beautiful landscape, lava fields, relics of old farms and fishing stations, great
hiking trails and a haven for birdwatchers. Since we are so close to the fishing grounds, our shores are
often lined with seals and you can see whales playing off the shore while you watch the amazing sunset
over the Breiðafjörður Fjord.
There are several caves within our municipality, and one, Vatnshellir, allows visitors to go on guided
tours underneath the lava field, experiencing an 8000 year old lava tube.
Snæfellsbær has long been involved in environmental protection, being the first municipality in Iceland
to start work on Local Agenda 21 in 1998. Today, Snæfellsbær is part of the EarthCheck certification
process along with the other municipalities in the Snæfellsnes peninsula. We received full certification
in 2008 and in 2014 the area was rated as one of the 100 greenest destinations in the world by Green
Destination.
We hope you‘ll enjoy your stay with us and urge you to make use of the facilities available to you
during your stay. We hope we will all enjoy great fishing.
Kristinn Jónasson,
Mayor of Snæfellsbær
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Horst Schneider
President of EFSA
Dear EFSA family.
Our love of angling has taken us to many wonderful places, unites us in our existing friendships and
introduces us to so many more NEW friends who share our passion for the sea and our sport.
And now we find ourselves once again in one of the most stunning countries of all, Iceland.
We are here on the beautiful Snæfellsnes Peninsula which just out into the fish rich seas of Faxaflói
Bay to the south and Breiðafjörður to the North. These names remind us of Iceland's Nordic past when
the great Viking explorers such as Flóki Vilgerðarson discovered and named the places in 871 AD
where we now stand and where we will fish together in the coming days.
This Peninsula is described as 'Iceland in miniature' because so many National and natural sights can
be found here such as the 1446 metre high Snæfellsjökull Volcano, one of Iceland's symbols made
famous by the French author Jules Verne in his novel 'Journey to the Centre of the Earth'.
This little town of Ólafsvik faces north into the large shallow bay of Breiðafjörður which is known for
the strength of its tides and windy conditions as well as the richness of its fishing.
This will be a challenging Championship for us as anglers and will test our angling skills and
seamanship as well as our endurance in our quest for the big cod and any of the other 15 species that I
am assured by local fishermen could be caught during this EFSA event.
We last fished here together just four years ago in 2014. We have experienced the friendship and
hospitality of the Icelandic people and our friends in Ólafsvik and we are delighted to return to such a
wonderful place and renew and strengthen our friendships within our EFSA family.
Yes, we are here for the fishing and may our competition be blessed with fine catches, fair weather,
kind seas and good results but most of all we are here to celebrate the special bonds of friendship that
bind us all and make us what we are and which our love of angling makes possible.
Good Luck to all and let the Spirit of EFSA flow through you during your time at sea over the next few
days in this most inspirational and testing of marine settings.
Your Illustrious Chairman
Horst Schneider
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Helgi Bergsson
Chairman EFSA Iceland

Dear fellow anglers and friends.
For the second time EFSA Iceland welcome you to Olafsvik to fish in a European Championship. The
first time it was the European Species Championship in 2014 when we for two days fished only for Cod
but now in 2018 it is the European Boat Championship. Last year or in late May 2017 EFSA Iceland
held in preparation for this big event a three days competition with 46 anglers from 6 Section on 11
boats. The competition was planned as three days of fishing with the first two days to be fished by the
EFSA HQ rules i.e. all species. On the third day the target was big Cod and Coalfish with unlimited
numbers in these species and fish over 90 cm. gave the most points. We could only go out two of the
days as the first day was cancelled due to bad weather. But in spite of only two days of fishing we
caught 2100 fish that counted, 9 species and a lot of big Cod and Coalfish and the longest one was a
Cod of 122 cm. So there is lot of fish out there!
In this European Boat Championship we will fish on small boats with 3 to 5 anglers onboard of each of
them and the skippers are all local professional fishermen that know the fishing ground we are going to
try our luck. In most of the fishing areas out of Olafsvík the bottom is fairly good but there can be
rough bottom in some fishing grounds. The weather in Iceland in May can be windy and cold so
remember to bring with you some warm cloths and boots.
I am sure that you will enjoy your stay in Iceland and in Olafsvik and I and all our members look very
much forward to see you.
EFSA Iceland
Chairman
Helgi Bergsson.
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Organizing Committee
Helgi Bergsson Chairman (salo@simnet.is)

Þórir Sveinsson Secretary (thosve@snerpa.is)

Ólafur Hauksson Treasurer

Kristbjörn Rafnsson

Sigurbjörg Kristjánsdóttir

Ægir Einarsson

Skarphéðinn Ásbjörnsson (gamli@simnet.is)
Arnþór Sigurðsson
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Programme and Timetable of Events
Friday 25th May
17.00 - 19:30

EFSA HQ meeting
EFSA Executive Committee meeting at the Community house “Klif”

Saturday 26th May
09:30 - 17:00
17:00 - 18:00
10:00 - 12:00
13:00 - 17:00

Meetings, registration
EFSA Standing Committee Meeting at Klif
EFSA Annual General Meeting at Klif
Registration at Hotel Olafsvik, EFSA Iceland HQ hotel
Registration at EFSA HQ hotel

Sunday 27th May
10:00 - 12:00
13:00 - 13:30
14:00 - 16:00
15:00 – 16:00
16:00

Opening Ceremony
Final registration at EFSA Iceland HQ hotel
Assemble for Official parade at Olafsvik quayside
Parade and Flags & Opening Ceremony
Meeting of Boat Skippers, Stewards and other interested parties at Klif
Welcome reception at Klif

Monday 28th May
06:30
07:00
16:00

Fishing day 1
Assemble at Olafsvik quayside
Boats - 6 hours fishing time from “lines down to lines up”
Boats back in port

Tuesday 29th May
06:30
07:00
10:00
16:00

Fishing day 2
Assemble at Olafsvik quayside
Boats depart - 6 hours fishing time from “lines down to lines up”
Spouses trip – departure from HQ hotel
Boats back in port

Wednesd. 30th May
06:30
07:00
16:00

Fishing day 3
Assemble at Olafsvik quayside
Boats depart - 6 hours fishing time from “lines down to lines up”
Boats back in port

Thursday 31st May Fishing day 4
06:30
Assemble at Olafsvik quayside
07:00
Boats depart - 6 hours fishing time from “lines down to lines up”
16:00
Boats back in port
Friday 1st June
18:00 - 20:00
20:00

Presentation, Gala dinner
Presentation of awards in Klif
Gala dinner in Klif

The times and programme are subject to alteration at the discretion of the Organizing Committee.
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Entry Form
EFSA Boat Championship 2018
Olafsvik Iceland
27th May – 1st June 2018

1. Angler details:
Surname and title……………………………First Name……………………………………
Address………………………………………………………………………………………..
E-mail…………………………….................
Section………………………………………
Membership No…………………………
Man/Wife/Child wants to be drawn on a same boat……………………………………..
2. Membership Class: Please mark all relevant boxes that apply:
Annual member Life member Lady Senior (65 and over)  Junior (under 18)
Juniors and Seniors; age at start of event to count.
3. Non-fishing companions:
Surname and title……………………………First Name………………………………
Surname and title……………………………First Name………………………………
4. Entry costs:
Boat Championships
Gala Dinner
Total amount due:
5. Account details:
Account name
IBAN
SWIFT Code
Bank address

Adult
ISK 75.000
ISK 5.500

Junior
ISK 37.500
ISK 5.500

Number
……….
……….

Sub-total
ISK…….
ISK.……
ISK….…

EFSA Iceland
IS54 0324 2600 6906 6906 0628 30
esjaisre
Borgartun 19. 105 Reykjavik. Iceland.

All entry forms must be sent to your own Section Secretary by the date specified by your Section.
Your Section Secretary is responsible for forwarding all entry forms and cleared payments prior to
close of entries which are due prior to: January 31st 2018. No refund.
The sender is responsible for all transmission charges imposed by the sending and receiving banks and
this must be allowed for in any funds sent. Receipt of payments and entries received will be acknowledged
to the relevant Section Secretary within one month of close of entries.
Section Secretaries only may send entry forms to:
EFSA Iceland Secretary
Thorir Sveinsson, Stekkar 13, 450 Patreksfjordur, Iceland.
e-mail: thosve@snerpa.is
6. I agree to be bound by the rules of the event and will not hold the Organisers or Federation
responsible for any loss, damage or accident caused to myself, my companions or property during the
event programme.
Date:………………. Signed:…………………………………………………………
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Travel information to Iceland and Olafsvik
There are several international airlines with regular flight schedules to Iceland.
 Icelandair. www.icelandair.com
 Wowair. www.wowair.com
 Various international airlines from Europe.

From Reykjavik (Keflavik) international airport to Olafsvik.
Drive from Keflavik to Olafsvik approx. 235 km.
 Rent a car at the airport and drive to Olafsvik - approx. 3 hour. At the airport there are several
rentals i.e. Avis, Euro Car, Hertz, Budget Car and more.
 Take the main road: Keflavik-Reykjavik 45 km. When you are in Reykjavik you will see a big
mountain Esja in direction north. Drive towards the mountain and you will be out of Reykjavik.
Take the A1 to the tunnel that goes under the fjord Hvalfjordur, 1.000 ISK a single ticket, and
drive to Borgarnes. When out of Borgarnes turn left and you will see a road sign to Olafsvik 119
km.
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Accommodation, restaurants and shops in Olafsvik
Accommodation
Name
Náttskjól
Gisting&Gallerí
Heimagisting Skálh.
Við Hafið
Hotel Olafsvik

Address
Brautarholt 2
Brautarholt 7
Skálholti 6
Ólafsbraut 55
Ólafsbraut 20

E-mail
nattskjol1@gmail.com

Website

Address
Ólafsbraut 19
Ólafsbraut 19
Orkan/Ólafsbraut

E-mail
justina.ondycz@onet.pl
justina.ondycz@onet.pl
doddi@t@simnet.is

Website

Address
Ólafsbraut 57
Ólafsbraut 55
Ólafsbraut 55
Ólafsbraut 24
Norðurtangi 1

E-mail

Website
n1.is

guesthousegalleri.net
ragvig@simnet.is
vid.hafid@hotmail.com
info@welcome.is

hotel olafsvik.is

Restaurants
Name
Brauðgerð Ólafsv.
Matarlist
Söluskáli ÓK

Shops
Name
N1 Verslun
Verslunin Hrund
Vínbúðin
Apótek Ólafsvíkur
Verslunin Kassinn

vinbudin.is
olis@centrum.is
kassinn@simnet.is
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Practical information
Olafsvik is a fishing village with 945 inhabitants situated in West Iceland 235 km from Keflavik
(Reykjavik airport) or 194 km from Reykjavik.
2 man and 4 man teams: 2 man team: Price 500 ISK pr. angler. 4 man team: Price 500 ISK pr.
angler. Total 1.000 ISK for an angler if you register into 2 man and 4 man team. Pay at registration.
Tackle shop: In Olafsvik is no tackling shop. EFSA Iceland will be selling lead.
The fishing: All fish have to be killed by bleeding (if they are not undersized) and brought onshore.
The skipper or his assistant will bleed the fish. We will provide you with a bucket onboard for your
fish. When the skipper has written your fish down on the score sheet the fish is put into the common
box. If you got more than 10 fish (in a specie) those fish are put directly into the common box.
Please note: Don’t release a fish if you have more than 10 in a specie. Put it into the common box.
Your longest fish always counts even if you have more than 10.
Fish to catch: Cod, Coalfish, Haddock, Redfish, Dab, Catfish (Wolf fish) and Whiting. We expect
to fish few Ling, Shorthorn Sculpin (Scorpion fish), Tusk (Brosme) and Grey Gurnard. We hope to
catch some Rough Dab, Flounder, Halibut and Plaice and maybe some Starry Ray and Pollock
(very rare). There is no Wrasse, Conger, Garfish, Pouting, Spotted Dogfish, Scad, Brill or Smoot
hound.
Note: No points for baitfish Mackerel, Herring, Blue Eye, Squid etc.
The boats: Small boats 3 to 5 anglers on a boat and professional skippers on each boat. Most of the
skippers speak English.
Practicing boats: We can´t promise you to provide practicing boats to rent prior to the
championship but we will assist you finding boats.
EFSA uniform: You have to wear EFSA uniform at the Welcome reception, the Prize giving
Ceremony and the Gala dinner.
The weather: It can be cold and windy in May in Iceland. Bring with you warm cloths and boots.

International tel. area code for Iceland is +354.

For all emergency situations call 112.
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Point system, boats, fishing gear, fishing technique
The Point system and the Score card.
The points given in the Boat Championship are from 2 to 10 points for each five fish caught in each
species. In addition, one point will be given for next five in each species. A maximum of 10 fish in each
species count for points. A percentage rule will be used in the Championship.
Boats.
The boats in the Championship will be mainly small size plastic fishing boats. Experienced skippers on
each boat know where to catch the fish. The skipper can net the fish for the anglers if requested and
they will gill all fish for the anglers. They can be of help in all troubles for example tangled lines or
breaking the line for anglers but they may never bait the hooks for anglers or touching the rod when the
trace is down.
The boats will be drifting when fishing all days.

Fishing. Gear and technique.
In the EFSA Boat Championship we will be fishing similar as in other EFSA Championships and light
gear can be used with traditional rods and reels. Use small hooks for haddock and catfish (2/0-5/0) Bait
will be supplied by the organizers and no other bait is allowed other than caught by the angler that day.
Fishing will mainly be on baited traces, paternoster or similar, of course Pirks and artificial lures can
also be used. Indeed pirking can sometimes be very good for an experienced angler.
Please just keep in mind, have the fish netted when brought to the surface or try lifting the fish by
getting hold of the line and bring it in carefully that way. Please do not lift the fish on board with the
rod. If the fish falls off in the process the trace or pirks can cause severe personal damage.

Examples of common traces
Lead can be bought from EFSA Iceland at the Championship but notice there is no tackle shop in
Olafsvik. The weather condition in May can be cold and windy with heavy sea so it is necessary to
bring warm cloths, gloves and rubber boots. Especially we recommend waterproof pants and jackets or
anoraks.
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Common fishes caught in Icelandic waters
Pictures below are drawn by the artist Jón Baldur Hlíðberg

Langa – Ling

Þorskur – Cod

Keila – Tusk

Ufsi – Coalfish

Sandkoli – Dab

Steinbítur – Catfish

Ýsa – Haddock

Gullkarfi – Golden Redfish

Rauðspretta – Plaice

Lúða –Halibut

Tindabikkja –Starry Ray Skrápflúra – Rough Dab
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Lýsa – Whiting

Síld – Herring

Marhnútur – Sculpin

European Boat Championship
Olafsvik 26th May – 1st June 2018
Fishing rules
1. The Championship will be fished to the EFSA rules governing at the time of the Championship
unless otherwise stated.
2. The fishing will take place the 28th to 31st of May 2018.
3. The boat draw will take place in public at least one month before the Championship.
4. A husband and wife, parent and child may apply to be drawn on the same boat but a request to
do so must be clearly stated on the entry form.
5. A fishing captain will be appointed for each boat and their duties will include:
a) Ensuring that the Championship rules are obeyed.
b) Responsible for drawing of places on board the boat.
c) Observance of start and finish times.
d) Complete the “fish record card” for the anglers
e) Liaising with the boat skipper.
6. Fishing area each day will be directed by the Organizing Committee who will be guided by
prevailing weather conditions.
7. The Organizing Committee has the power to abandon that day’s fishing or confine all boats to
safe area. The Committee’s decision will be final.
8. Bait will be supplied to each angler at the boat before each day’s fishing. The only other bait
allowed will be that caught by the competitor that day. Bait or baitfish may not be retained at
the end of each day. Bait must not be shared.
9. Artificial lures are permitted.
10. Any fish used as bait shall have its tail cut off and can not be eligible for points.
11. Anglers may receive assistance to net or gaff a fish.
12. Skippers or stewards will gill all fish for all anglers.
13. Skipper or Boat Captain may:
a) Help anglers with mixed or tangled lines.
b) Gaff or net fish.
c) Break the line for anglers in case the trace being stuck on the bottom.
d) Retrieving hooks from fish.
14. Skipper or Boat Captain may not:
a) Touch the angler’s rod when the tackle is down.
b) Bait the hooks for anglers.
15. A foul hooked fish shall be put in a common container aboard the boat, in the observance of
the skipper or steward.
16. Casting from a boat is only permitted using an under arm method with the terminal tackle and
trace outside the boat at all times during the cast.
17. Only one trace at a time is permitted.
18. Lifting a fish and bring it aboard with the rod is not permitted.
19. Only fish recorded on an angler’s “Fish Record Card” count for points.
20. An unrecognized fish shall be brought to the Organizing Committee for approval.
21. All anglers shall assemble at the harbor at 06.30 each day. Boats can leave harbor at 07:00.
Fishing hours shall be 6 from first “lines down” to last “lines up”. Boats shall return to harbor
no later than 16:00 hour.
22. Boats shall contact Organizing Committee immediately in case of a breakdown. The
Organizing Committee decides if an extra fishing time is granted in each case.
23. Each angler is responsible for checking that his/her catch is correctly entered on the “Fish
Record Card”
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24. Results will be published on a scoreboard at the Headquarters before 21:00 each day.
25. Any protest regarding a day’s fishing shall be brought to the Organizing Committee no later
than 17:00 that day.
26. Any protest regarding a day’s result shall be brought to the Organizing Committee soonest
possible, no later than 08:00 the following day.

Dispensation from EFSA General Fishing Rules 2.5, 2.7, 2.22 and 2.33.
2. General Boat Fishing Rules.
2.5 Not valid.
2.7 Not valid. Instead: There shall be a limitation of 10 fish of any species to be counted for points
per angler per day in the Championship. After a fish is killed it can be replaced by a heavier/larger
fish within that angler’s bag.
Boat Competition Rules.
2.22 Not valid. Instead: Bait Angling: a maximum of two single hooks may be used. Each hook must
be a separate single hook and must be free swinging. Positioning of hooks may be spaced on the
trace above or below the weight.
Pirks: may be fitted with or without free swinging hooks (single, double or treble). Only a hook
with a single point may be baited.
Plugs/Lures/Pirks with more than one (single, double or treble) hook are NOT allowed.
2.33 Alteration: In the interest of conservation, halibut, should be returned to the water without undue
delay, and whilst still alive, if taken in a competition such species should if possible be weighed
on board and returned to the water after witnessing by at least two other anglers and the boat
skipper.
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Trophy and Medal List
European Boat Champion Prizes
Trophy

Category

Medal/Pins

Decantelle Trophy

European Boat Champion

Gold/Silver/Bronze Medals and EFSA Pins

Decantelle Ladies Trophy

European Lady Boat Champion

Gold/Silver/Bronze Medals

Mike Smith Trophy

European Junior Boat Champion

Gold/Silver/Bronze Medals

Fairway Trophy

Life Member Boat Champion

Gold/Silver/Bronze Medals

News of the World Cup

National Team Boat Champion

Gold/Silver/Bronze Medals (5)

News of the World Cup

International Team Boat Champion Gold/Silver/Bronze Medals (4)

Fishing Gazette Trophy

Executive Team Boat Champion

Gold/Silver/Bronze Medals

Continental Cup

Senior Members Boat Champion

Gold/Silver/Bronze Medals

Gibraltar Cup

Open Team of Two

Gold/Silver/Bronze Medals

Four Man Team

Open Team of Four

Gold/Silver/Bronze Medals

Scotsman Trophy

Best Cod (Longest)

Gold Medal

Jens Frandsen Plate

Best Flatfish (Longest)

Gold Medal

Anglers Mail Cup

Best Coalfish (Longest)

Gold Medal

Henry Poulton Cup

Best Wolf fish (Longest)

Gold Medal

Prince De Ligne Trophy

Most fish

Gold Medal

Dunlop Sealey Trophy

Most unusual fish

Gold Medal

Longest fish

For each specie

Gold Medal

Ken Waller Memorial

Single day best catch (Male)

Gold Medal

Philadore Cup

Single day best catch (Female)

Gold Medal

European Boat Champion Prizes
EFSA Iceland Open 2017. Ray Mackay Scotland
st

th

Individuals

1 – 15

Ladies

1st – 3rd

Juniors

1st – 3rd

Life members

1st – 3rd

Open 4 Man Teams

1st – 3rd

Open 2 Man Teams

1st – 3rd

Executive 4 Man Teams 1st – 3rd
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Scorecard in the Boat Championship
Stigaspjald / Fish Record Card
EFSA European Boat Championships
Olafsvik 26th May to 1st June 2018

Fishing day no.

Boat no.:

Angler´s name:

No.:

Tegund

Species

Þorskur

Cod

45 cm.

2

1

Ufsi

Coalfish

45 cm.

2

1

Ýsa

Haddock

35 cm.

2

1

Sandkoli

Dab

20 cm.

3

1

Karfi

Redfish

10 cm.

3

1

Lýsa

Whiting

35 cm.

3

1

Steinbítur Catfish

35 cm.

5

1

Urrari

10 cm.

5

1

Langa
Ling
Marhnútu
r
Sculpin

35 cm.

5

1

10 cm.

5

1

Keila

Tusk

35 cm.

5

1

Aðrar

Other Species

20 cm.

10

1

Gurnard

Min. size

Longest

Fish 1 to 5

Points

Fish 6 to 10

Points

Subtotal

15

Number of Species:
Samanlagt / Grand Total
Maximum 10 fish in a specie. 0 points for fish no. 11 or more.

Remember.
Bait fish no points. Longest fish does always count, e.g. if fish no. 11 is longer than fish no. 10 then you can swich a fish.

Fishing captain signature:
Angler´s signature:
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Old Olafsvik, a short history
Olafsvik has a history of 330 years when in 1687 the area where Olafsvik stands now was granted a
permit from the Danish king to become a trading center for north-western part of the Snæfellsnes
peninsula.

Olafsvik 1836. Auguste Mayer.
Olafsvik was a thriving fishing village at the start of the 20th Century and was the 6th largest town in
Iceland with 612 inhabitants and 127 homes. In 1911 Olafsvik became a municipality by law.
Olafsvik early 1900.
In the 19th Century and
the first two decades of
the 20th Century the
fishermen from the
village sailed or rowed
on small open boats to
the rich fishing
grounds short distance
from the shore to get
Cod and Haddock
using baited hooks
attached to lines that
was draw up with
hands. Once the catch
was onshore it was
divided equally accordant to the number of the crew if all onboard were able men but not young boys
(they got half share). The owner of the boat got one share and each crewmember also one share. If the
owner of the boat or the merchant in the village provided the crew with hooks and fishing tools he also
got a share of the catch. The fishermen sold their catch to the local merchant that payed with goods for
their homes or they traded the fish with the local farmers for lamb meat and milk.
20

Fisherman. 19th Century.

Rowing boat. 19th Century
early 20th Century.

The first boat with an engine came to Olafsvik in 1904 but it was not before than in the third decade
that a small wooden pier was built. It was only after WWII that a harbor was built in Olafsvik and thus
abled bigger fishing vessel and small cargo ships to land the fish and cargo onshore directly on the pier
into the fishing factories and warehouses.
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Registration for 4 man and 2 man Teams
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North Star Hotel Olafsvik

North Star Hotel Olafsvik
EFSA Iceland HQ hotel 2018.
For bookings or inquiries: Please send e-mail to info@welcome.is.
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